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Stalled Owner-Driver Laws
Given Govt Kick-Start
Government officials have told the
TWU they hope to have WA’s ownerdrivers laws fully in place by the end
of this year. We certainly hope so –
they are long overdue.
JIM McGIVERON Reports
The laws will include the long-awaited
“Guideline Rates” which are based on
running a safe and sustainable trucking
operation.
A lot of work was put into calculating
rates and they had been virtually
finalised in March.
The rates were developed by the WA
Road Freight Transport Industry Council
with TWU involvement.

Owner drivers like
Paul Harris are eagerly
awaiting the new Guideline
Rates. The TWU recently
used the Owner Drivers’
Tribunal to get a prime
contractor to pay Paul
money owed to him

They are very comprehensive and
will make interesting reading once
published.
However, there had been a hold up in
the re-appointment of the Council and
this bogged the whole process down.

Complaints from the TWU
to transport minister Simon
O’Brien appear to have worked.

The Council is expected to get up and
running again with the TWU playing a
vital role in its work.
The new regulations will include a Code
of Conduct which will lay out the rules
for contract negotiations between hirers
and owner drivers.
If these regulations are breached,
disputes can be taken to the Owner
Drivers Tribunal.
The Tribunal is already proving a very
important mechanism for sorting out
non payment and under payment issues
for subbies.
It’s been a long and rocky road to get
this far and nobody has worked harder
than the TWU to get the laws in place.
We hope to report that everything in
place by the December edition of The
Wheel.

In the meantime
The Transport Forum, with TWU
input, has recently completed the
annual review of recommended
minimum rates for owner drivers.
And the
increased.

rates

have

been

In addition to this yearly review
of cost movements the rates are
also adjusted monthly in line with
the rise or fall of fuel costs.
They have been operating quite
effectively for the past four or
five years but will be phased out
once the government rates are
introduced.

If you would like a
copy of the Forum rates,
give us a call on
1800 657 477 Free Call.
Or go to our website:
www.twuwa.org.au and
download a copy.
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TWU campaign
achieves bus
security upgrade

Sunday Times Report 2nd August 2009

But it came too late for Gerard Sin who lost his eye after a brutal assault
JIM McGIVERON Reports
Agreement was reached in August
between the TWU and the state
government on a raft of new security
initiatives to protect bus drivers from
increasing violence.
Sadly, the agreement came too late for
bus driver Gerard Sin, who lost an eye
after being assaulted at an Armadale
bus stop on July 31.
Gerard became the brave face of a
heavy media campaign, which forced
the government to begin taking bus
security seriously.
The TWU will do everything in its power
to help Gerard get his life back on
track.
The agreement with the government is
multi-faceted:

The Public Transport Authority will spend
$1.5 million fitting up to 75% of the fleet
with security cages.

Within six months 790 of
the 1090 buses on the
metropolitan fleet will have
the screened off cabs.
They will be on all buses that leave
depots after sunset.
The PTA has promised to investigate the
availability of screens built with shatter
resistant glazing.
This type of screen would prevent
drivers from being spat on and splashed
with liquid substances - now common
occurrences.
The PTA will also put $2 million each year
into a 121% boost in mobile security
patrols.

This will provide six mobile patrols,
seven days a week.
And duress alarms will be installed on
all buses as a matter of priority
The Government also said it was
considering increasing the powers
available to transport security guards by
making them auxiliary police officers.
A blitz against antisocial behaviour
involving uniformed and undercover
police officers was launched on Friday,
August 7.
Laws will also be changed to increase
the severity of charges and penalties
imposed on morons who throw
projectiles at moving vehicles.
A mass meeting of approximately 850
bus drivers welcomed the changes at a
union meeting in Perth.
The drivers vowed to ban routes on
which future assaults were made against
drivers or passengers.
The Wheel - Spring 2009



Jim Ghilotti with wife Lisa and Leticia, one of their three children

Firm coughs up $24,500
owed to owner-driver
It took several TWU applications to
the Owner Drivers Tribunal to get
Maddington firm Mines Express to pay
a desperate owner-driver money owed.
Jim Ghilotti told TWU officials that the
firm’s failure to pay him for several
completed trips to Boddington in the
South West and Cloncurry in Queensland
had left his family in dire straits.
Jim, his wife, Lisa, have three children
including Leticia (pictured)
The road-train driver explained that
Mines Express boss Mr Michael Quadrio
had constantly reneged on promises
made to him.
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The extreme financial
stress Jim was
suffering, soon turned
to red-hot rage
Before the Cloncurry trip Quadrio had
promised Jim he would pay for all fuel
by credit card over the phone whenever
the truck needed to be refuelled.
However, this never happened because
Quadrio could not be contacted
whenever payment was required.

Jim was forced to pay for
the fuel out of his own bank
account, leaving him with little
cash to survive.
Then things got even worse when Jim
was forced to take evasive action to
avoid hitting a vehicle on the highway
between Elliot and Darwin.
The car – loaded up with drunken
deadbeats - had come flying out of a
bush track and cut the truck off.
Jim had to hit the brakes hard to miss
the vehicle but jack-knifed the roadtrain in the process.

No one was hurt, but the A-frame of the dolly
was twisted in the incident. To get the full rig
back to Perth it would have to be repaired at
a cost of $1,812.
Again, Quadrio couldn’t be located to pay for
the repair bill.
This time Jim had to resort to calling his
father in Perth who agreed to put the $1,812
on his credit card.

By the time the truckie rolled back
home his own bank account had
been exhausted – together with
his trust of Mick Quadrio.
Getting paid for the Cloncurry trip plus
money still owed for three Boddington trips
was now absolutely URGENT.
But the extreme financial stress he was
suffering soon turned to red-hot rage when
Mick Quadrio broke several promises to put
the money owed into Jim’s bank account.
When the veteran truckie walked in the door
at the TWU offices he was ropable and ready
to do some serious damage.
We encouraged Jim to go down the
responsible route and take his case to the
Owner Drivers Tribunal.
We have had a fair bit of success at the
Tribunal since its formation last year and
were confident of helping Jim.
An URGENT PRIORITY was put on our
application to the Tribunal and we managed
to get a hearing the following week.
Mick Quadrio attended the hearing and
promised the Commissioner he would pay
Jim $24, 500 without delay.
Although Jim believed he was owed several
thousand dollars more, he desperately
needed the cash and accepted the settlement
offer.
But that wasn’t the end of the matter because
Mick Quadrio reneged again, failing to pay
by the agreed date.
Despite several calls from the TWU and firm
assurances from Quadrio that the money
would be immediately transferred into Jim’s
Bank account – it wasn’t.
It took another application to the Tribunal
before Quadrio finally coughed up the cash.
The TWU has published details of Jim
Ghilotti’s dilemma to alert other owner drivers
to be careful about who they deal with.

If you are an owner-driver you
can’t afford NOT to be a financial
TWU member.

DGL wins Stramit contract
Tim Dawson Reports
Maddington firm Stramit Industries is
one of the latest to join the growing
trend of firms contracting out their
cartage operations.
DGL, who are pretty big in the eastern
states have won the work
I’d heard rumours a few months back
that that a change was on the cards
and had rang Stramit to find out what
was going on.
Nothing at the moment I was told but
if something happens you will be first
to know.
A month or so later I got a call from
the manager who told me DGL would
takeover and pick up the existing
drivers.

Better pay rates at
MIchells Helidon
Mitchells truck drivers in Kalgoorlie
rejected a non-union agreement
offered by the company in favour of
a union negotiated deal.
They breed strong unionists on the
Goldfields and there might be plenty
of flies out in the scrub but none of
them dare land on our members.
The drivers cart explosives all
over Australia – no job for the feint
hearted- and they know their value.
But Mitchells are no pushovers
when it comes to negotiating pay
rises and the process was neither
short nor easy.

Never one to let the grass grow under
my steel capped boots I said I’d like
to meet the new people and begin
talks on a new pay and conditions
agreement.
This was not a problem and DGL
managers flew into Perth with Paul
Ryan who heads up the Victorian
Transport Association which looks
after the interests of transport firms
in that state.
The talks were very positive.
DGL agreed to lift all drivers onto the
top rate, giving some of the drivers a
healthy pay boost.
And on top of that all drivers would
receive a decent wage increase.
Thanks to our delegates John
O’Brien and Dallas Tancock who
help us keep Stramit Industries
100% union.
Although, I must say, most of the
delay was due to the change-over
from John Howards Workchoices to
Labor’s better industrial laws.
And we ended up with a reasonable
outcome.
Rolling some allowances – including
the dangerous goods payment
– into their hourly rate, pushed it up
quite nicely.
It all added up to a 9% increase in
their base rate.
This means more money for
overtime worked and annual leave,
etc.
Another two 4% rises will be paid
further down the track.
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The writing is on the wall for many of these Inghams drivers and its not good.

More WA Jobs Under
Threat at Inghams
More WA jobs are about to be lost with
news that Inghams Chickens are about
to start trucking in their ‘fresh’ chicken
products from Adelaide.
The contracts of 15 owner drivers expire
in December and they have been told
they can apply for one of only FIVE
contracts to be on offer after that date.
The firm’s Osborne Park processing plant
will be obviously scaled down as a result
of the changes.
The announcement follows similar moves
by Peters Icecream and small goods
manufacturer Watsonia.
Both these firms have laid off hundreds
of workers and are carting their “fresh’
products in from the east.
How they can call a product ‘fresh’ after
it has been carted on the back of a truck
across the Nullabor is beyond me. But
that is what Inghams intend doing
The way things are going, there nothing
will be produced here.
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Inghams are set
to follow the lead
given by Peters
and Watsonia
Reports RICK BURTON
As soon as the Ingham subbies heard
about their firm’s Adelaide move they
called the TWU seeking help.
All of them have joined the union and we
will do whatever we can to help.
Some have been with the firm for between
15 and 20 years and most were shocked
by the sudden announcement.
Several of the drivers have recently
bought new chiller vans at great personal
expense.
One said he would have to sell his home
and buy a caravan to live in.

A meeting with Ingham’s state manager
Greg Smith was held on September 9 but
it was inconclusive. Talks are continuing.

We built the rabbit proof fence
to keep the bunnies out of WA
– perhaps we should build a
CHOOK PROOF FENCE!

Heaven is Where

The Police are British,
The Chefs are Italian,
The Mechanics are German,
The Lovers are French and
It’s all organised by the Swiss.

Hell is Where:

The Police are German,
The Chefs are British,
The Mechanics are French,
The Lovers are Swiss and
It’s all organised by the Italians.

Claiming Meal Money
As A Tax Deduction
Wheel Editor Paul Aslan reports
on a hot tax topic
Can you claim your meal allowance as a
tax deduction?
The TWU often receives calls from
members wanting to know if they can
claim all overtime meal allowances as a
tax return.
Tax agents are sending out different
messages that are confusing people.
The Australian Tax Office has an
excellent publication titled: “Truck drivers
– claiming work-related expenses.”
It has a section ‘Claiming Overtime Meal
Expenses which outlines who can claim,
when you can claim and what you can
claim.
This section applies to most transport
workers regardless of whether they drive
a truck or work on a loading dock.
As far as I can see the guts of the
matter centres around a couple of
points highlighted in the brochure which
states:
If you are working overtime, you can
claim a deduction for overtime meal
expenses if you meet both of the
following conditions:
• You purchased a meal when you
worked overtime.
• You received an overtime meal
allowance under an industrial award
for working overtime.

Most TWU members have their meal
allowances stated in their pay and
conditions agreement or our awards.
How much can you claim?
Each financial year the ATO sets the
“Reasonable Allowance Amount”.
The RAA for 2008/2009 is $23.60.
Please note the amount claimed must
not exceed the reasonable allowance
amount without substantiation.
If your claim is more than $23.60 per
meal, you will need written evidence
(diarised entry, invoices etc).
An amount for overtime meals that
has been included as part of your
normal salary or wages is not
considered to be an overtime meal
allowance.
We have checked this information
with our recommended tax return
specialists Hewitt Turner & Gelevitis
and they say it is correct.
They are experts in transport industry
accounting.
They understand all the implications
in claiming overtime meal and other
allowances and offer discounted rates
to TWU members.

Call the TWU o
n
1800 657 377
if you want a c
opy

They are located at Suite 4, Ist Floor
63 Shepperton Road, Victoria Park.
Call 9362 5855.

“My name is Helda, and I have a
tendency to fly off the handle.”
The Wheel - Spring 2009



Medical Couriers seek
4.5% pay increase

There was a good roll-up for our Duncraig depot meeting
Negotiations are well underway at
Western Diagnostics with winning a
decent pay rise for medical couriers on
top of our agenda.

They settled on asking for a 4.5% pay
rise, which I think is about right.

Unfortunately, we got off on the wrong
foot when the company refused to
support a weekend meeting of drivers to
consider what they would claim.

We will also be asking for the muchneeded pay boost to be backdated
to April 29th when our old agreement
expires.

Undeterred, we arranged a series of
lunchtime meetings to get our members
feedback.

In my view medical couriers are underpaid
for the important work they do.

by DAVID SHEAF

Myareedepot
depot couriers
couriers after
Myaree
afterour
ourlunch-time
lunch-timemeeting
meeting

And we’ve joined forces with the Health
Services Union who look after other
health workers employed by Western
Diagnostics.
Together we are demanding the setting
of a minimum base rate of $16.80 per
hour.
The troops seem pretty united and I am
confident of a successful outcome.

The Caring Husband

“I figured you should have
breakfast in bed on your birthday.
Can you reach the stove okay?”
The Wheel - Spring 2009



Lipstick in Schools
According to a news report,
a certain private school in
Brisbane was recently faced with
a unique problem. A number of
12-year-old girls were beginning
to use lipstick and would put it on
in the bathroom.
That was fine, but after they put
on their lipstick they would press
their lips to the mirror leaving
dozens of little lip prints.

Fifty Dollars is Fifty Dollars
Morris and his wife Esther went to
the state fair every year,

ride and don’t say a word I won’t
charge you a penny!

And every year Morris would say,
‘Esther, I’d like to ride in that
helicopter.’

But if you say one word it’s fifty
dollars.’

Esther always replied, ‘I know
Morris, but that helicopter ride is
fifty dollars,

Morris and Esther agreed and up
they went.

And fifty dollars is fifty dollars’

The pilot did all kinds of fancy
maneuvers, but not a word was
heard.

One year Esther and Morris went
to the fair, and Morris said,

He did his daredevil tricks over
and over again,

‘Esther, I’m 85 years old.

But still not a word.

If I don’t ride that helicopter, I
might never get another chance.’

When they landed, the pilot
turned to Morris and said, ‘By
golly, I did everything I could to
get you to yell out, but you didn’t.

To this, Esther replied, ‘Morris
that helicopter ride is fifty dollars,
and fifty dollars is fifty dollars.’

I’m impressed!’

The pilot overheard the couple
and said,

Morris replied, ‘Well, to tell you
the truth,

‘Folks I’ll make you a deal. I’ll
take the both of you for a ride. If
you can stay quiet for the entire

I almost said something when
Esther fell out, But you know,
fifty dollars is fifty dollars!’

Every night the maintenance
man would remove them and the
next day the girls would put them
back.
Finally the principal decided
that something had to be done.
She called all the girls to the
bathroom and met them there
with the maintenance man. She
explained that all these lip prints
were causing a major problem
for the custodian who had to
clean the mirrors every night
(you can just imagine the yawns,
from the little princesses).
To demonstrate how difficult it
had been to clean the mirrors,
she asked the maintenance man
to show the girls how much effort
was required.
He took out a long-handled
squeegee, dipped it in the toilet,
and cleaned the mirror with it.
Since then, there have been no lip
prints on the mirror.
There are teachers...and then
there are educators!
The
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$5.4 million funding boost
for N/West truck stops
And upgrades for RoadTrain Assembly Areas
JIM McGIVERON Reports
Long awaited funding for improving and
building new truck stops and road-train
assembly (RTAA) areas in the North has
been approved.
The TWU and Main Roads WA regularly
lobby state and federal MP’s for better
facilities for our truckies.
$5.4 million has been ear-marked for
the work which will be carried out over
the next two years.
The projects involved are:
• Apple Street RTAA – expansion
/upgrade
• Bedfordale RTAA – upgrade
• Broome RTAA – new facility
• Carnarvon RTAA – replacement
facility
• Exmouth RTAA – new facility
• Northam RTAA - upgrade
• North West Coastal Highway
(Overlander) parking area upgrade
• Wubin – expansion / upgrade
Heavy Vehicle Rest Areas
• North West Coastal Highway
– upgrade 11 sites
(See map showing the location of the
rest area upgrades on North West
Coastal Highway.)
As part of these proposals, it is intended
that new toilet facilities be constructed
at Bedfordale and Wubin.
However, the rest area upgrades on
North West Coastal Highway will just
provide a sealed pull-over area.
There are many unsealed parking bays
in the Gascoyne Region, which have
become informal truck parking bays
and rest stop areas.
During periods of prolonged or heavy
rainfall many of these areas become
inundated and as a consequence are
difficult or impossible for transport
operators to utilise.

The 11 North West Coastal Highway
locations are currently being utilised
frequently as Truck Stopping Places.

The TWU is constantly lobbying state
and federal MP’s for new and improved
truck stops.

These will be reconstructed and sealed
to create designated truck parking
bays.

We encourage your feedback on
any areas in need of attention.

They will have basic facilities such as
bins and possibly some furniture (bench
/ table / shade pergola) but no ablution
facilities.

Or email our editor at:
paul.aslan@twuwa.org.au

Call us on 1800 657 477 Free Call.

The Wheel - Spring 2009
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SCT Shutdown Averted

Members hold ouT
for fair Pay Deal
MICK KNOWLES Reports
A vastly improved pay and conditions
package offered to our Specialised
Container Transport members has
averted a shutdown of the firm’s rail
division in Forrestfield.
A year of talking had failed to deliver an
acceptable pay deal to our members at
the depot.

However after 12 months they will be
promoted to the Level 1 rate. In fact they
will be able to apply to management for
an earlier review.
Other improvements included:

But at the eleventh hour an improved
offer was put to our members by the
firm and accepted.

• An increase in Annual Leave Loading
up to 30% for afternoon shift
workers.
• Night shift employees to be paid the
30% shift loading on sick leave and
public holidays.
• Afternoon shift employees to be paid
a 17.5% loading on sick leave and
public holidays.
• Meal Allowance up to $20.
• Boot Allowance up to $120.
• A $5.92 per day Dangerous Goods
Allowance for truck drivers
• A $20 weekly DG allowance for two
specially trained fork-lift operators.

The new three-year deal included an
8% pay rise for permanent workers,
back-dated to July 1. These employees
will be classified as Level Ones.

Refrigeration Allowance up from 50
cents per hour to 90 cents per hour for
those who spend the majority of their
day in the chiller/freezer areas.

A further 4% will be paid from 1 July
2009 and a year on from then, there will
be another 3% rise, or the Consumer
Price Index (whichever is the greater).

All up a truly marvellous outcome and
a credit to our members who were
prepared to fight for it.

The workers rejected numerous offers
put to them by the company.
After the last offer was knocked back
on September 2, the workers voted, by
secret ballot, to take industrial action.
We were headed for a shutdown of the
business as The Wheel went to press.

Casuals and new permanents will be
classified as Level Two employees.
They will receive 4% up front + 3% +
3%, or CPI.

And a big thank you to our delegates
who took a tough stand and didn’t
budge from the path we headed
down.
Their names: Mitch O’Brien, Noel Beam,
Bernie Williams and Stuart Wells.

Catelano’s Drivers Win Parity
About a month ago I took a couple of complaints
about pay rates from Catalano’s Haulage
tipper drivers working out of the firm’s yard in
Hazelmere.
Word had got out that some of the pocket roadtrain drivers were being paid more than others
doing identical jobs.
One group of drivers, who had been with the firm
for less than a year, were on a base rate of $21.35
per hour.
Yet, others, with longer service records were on
just $20.80.
Not good for morale and not fair so Tim Dawson
and I called out to the depot in Bushmead Road
for a chat with the blokes.
A handful of drivers were already in the union and
another seven joined up as a result of our visit.
We promised to take the issue up with their new
boss Geoff Pratt who had recently been appointed
state manager.
Geoff has a lot of transport experience and is a fair
man to deal with.
We met up a couple of days later and he told us
he had fixed up the problem after finding out we
were on the case.
All drivers are now on the top rate and they are
now all happy campers at Hazlemere.
I’ll be dropping in to the firm’s Brunswick Junction
depot on my next visit to Bunbury and surrounding
towns.
Please call me on 0408 090 884 if you have any
questions about pay rates and entitlements.
The Wheel - Spring 2009
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more firms
happy to do
union
agreements
Sykes Transport trio Travis Codd, Pierre Sanchez & Derek Perham weigh up the many advantages of TWU memberships
Sykes Transport, Colonial Freightlines,
Advanced Vehicle Transport and Bonnie
Rock Transport are among several firms
who have recently agreed to negotiate
union collective agreements with the
TWU.
The firms have all been visited by TWU
organiser John Cain and the recently
appointed Mick Connolly.
It’s part of our campaign to encourage
more of the small to medium firms
out there to pay union wages and
conditions.
We have already had positive talks with
Sykes Transport who do a lot of North
West work.
They employ around 15 drivers, however
only a few are members.
However Jamie Walter has been
appointed as our delegate and we are
confident all of the drivers will eventually
come on board.
By the way Sykes have built a state-ofthe-art weighbridge at their depot at
Bradford Street in Kewdale.
It’s open to the public and the handy
location is saving truckies a lot of time
previously spent travelling to outlying
weighbridges.

Four companies in
talks with the TWU
You can also get a swipe card from the
company and use the weighbridge afterhours.
Over at Bibra Lake all the guys at
Advanced Vehicle Transport have joined
the TWU.
And their boss Graham Soltoggio
has recently given them a pay rise and
says he will be happy to do a certified
agreement.

BRT – as they are best known – cart a lot
of equipment up north for the rigs and
mines.
They also set up mining camps in remote
areas throughout Australia.
Jim has sent us a copy of their current
wages and conditions so we can
establish if improvements are required.
More on the outcome of our dealings
with these four firms in the next edition
of The Wheel!

We are also talking to Graham about an
Income Protection policy for the boys.
Damien Baker who runs the rapidly
growing Colonial Freightlines has also
indicated he has no problem doing a
union deal.
Damien employs about 20 drivers and
has always been a strong TWU man.
Bonnie Rock Transport is managed by
Ged Renton and Jim Currie.
They are a pretty professional outfit and
have contracts with some of the major
oil and mining exploration firms.
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Bobby Bounces Back
Trucking veteran and
TWU stalwart Bob Dunn
was rushed into
intensive care at
Fremantle Hospital
PAUL ASLAN Reports
News that our member Bobby Dunn
was fighting for his life in the intensive
care unit at Fremantle Hospital came as
a great shock to everyone at the TWU.
Bobby has been one of our greatest
stalwarts.
He has been a member continuously for
almost 45years.
Bob’s TWU longevity is second only
to P&O trucking veteran George
Whittread who joined us in 1963 and
recently clocked up 46 years.
Good loyal blokes like George and
Bobby are worth their weight in
diamonds. In fact they are a couple of
diamonds.
And we can happily report that Bobby
appears to have pulled through his
health crisis, after losing four litres of
blood and enduring a pretty traumatic
operation.
His doctors have since located a clot
in his lungs which they hope to safely
remove and give our little mate a new
lease of life.
Bobby is a former president of our union
and is currently a Trustee on our Branch
committee.
He joined us as an 18 year-old while
carting bread in a Morris 1000 van
for Tolcon’s Continental Bakery in
Fremantle.
The organiser who signed him up was
driving an old Ford Prefect. Some of our
older members, like the author of this
story, will remember these great little
vehicles.
But Bob was keen to get behind the
wheel of something with a bit more
grunt and left Tolkon’s to drive a two
tonne Chevrolet for Anchor Foods.
Over the years he stepped up into
bigger trucks with jobs at Wigmores
and Churchers where he drove semi’s
carting steel.

Bobby was in good hands
with daughter Nicole
(right) and Coleen paying
him regular visits
His big break came when he landed a
job with BP and commenced a 15 year
career driving fuel tankers.
Always a champion of the little man
Bob soon become our delegate for BP
drivers during a period of union militancy
in the fuel industry.

However, BP weren’t interested in
resolving the situation and moved
immediately to have his Dangerous
Goods Licence revoked.
He was stood down without pay and
after four months he was paid out by
the company.

Never one to hide his opinions Bob was
generally outspoken when he needed to
be and found himself in more than his
fair share of stoushes.

“It was not a big sum of money by any
estimation. In effect I was “screwed
over” Bob recall with a touch of residue
bitterness.

To this day Bob believes his union
involvement ultimately lead to his
demise as a tanker driver.

Not to be beaten Bob went back to
driving semi-s with several other firms
until other health problems made it
impossible for him to drive.

Days before a planned stoppage of
drivers, then chasing a ‘ten bob’ wage
rise, he was ordered by the company
to undertake a stringent medical
examination.
BP’s doctors told the company he had
problems with his heart and eyes.
The heart issues were news to Bob and
a pair of spectacles would take care of
his sight problem.

He is now hopeful that if the Fremantle
hospital surgeons can perform some
magic he might be able to return to
good health and eventually, work.
On behalf of the hundreds of TWU
members who know and love Bobby,
we wish him a speedy recovery and
look forward to seeing him soon at our
meetings.
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POLITICALLY INCORRECT ZONE
Adults Only - Some Offensive Language

Lion Tamer Wanted
A circus owner runs an ad for a lion
tamer and two people show up.
One is a good looking, old retired
golfer in his late 60’s and the other
is a gorgeous blonde in her midtwenties.
The circus owner tells them, “I’m not
going to sugar coat it.
This is one ferocious lion. He ate my
last tamer so you two had better be

URGENT
WARNING!!

good or you’re history. Here’s your
equipment -- chair, whip and a gun.
Who wants to try out first?”
The girl says, “I’ll go first.”

She walks past the chair, the whip
and the gun and steps right into
the lion’s cage. The lion starts to
snarl and pant and begins to charge
her. About half way there, she throws
open her coat revealing her beautiful
naked body.
The lion stops dead in his tracks,
sheepishly crawls up to her and
starts licking her feet and ankles. He
continues to lick and kiss her entire
body for several minutes and then
rests his head at her feet.
The circus owner’s jaw is on the floor.

This just happened to me
and I thought I’d better
alert everyone. I’m not
usually one for posting
warnings about potential
scams but I had a close call
the other day.
I walked into Bunning’s
hardware at lunchtime,
wandered down the timber
aisle and some old fart
dressed in a red shirt
with a green apron on
asked me if I wanted
decking.

He says, “I’ve never seen a display
like that in my life.” He then turns to
the retired golfer and asks, “Can you
top that?”
The tough old golfer replies, “No
problem, just get that darn lion out
of the way.”

The importance of
sentence structure
The boss had to fire somebody,
and he narrowed it down to
one of two people, Mary or
Jack.
It was an impossible decision
because they were both super
workers. Rather than flip a
coin, he decided he would
fire the first one who used
the water cooler the next
morning.
Mary came in the next morning
with a horrible hangover
after partying all night. She
went to the cooler to take an
aspirin.
The boss approached her and
said: ‘Mary, I’ve never done
this before but I either have
to lay you or Jack off.’
‘Could you jack off?’ she
says,...’I feel like shit.’

I HAVE JUST ONE QUESTION:
Where did they put the rest of him?

Fortunately, I got the first
half dozen punches in and
sorted the bastard out.
Those less suspecting might
not be so lucky. Spread
this warning on to all your
friends.
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A Dangerous Job
A week or so before bus
driver Gerard Sin lost his
eye after being assaulted
in Armadale, the TWU
conducted a survey of
members on the issue of
bus violence. Among other
things, drivers were asked
to tell us about their worst
experiences at the wheel.
The responses were
overwhelming. We could
have printed hundreds
but the following are
just a few!

It was like a shot gun
Having a rock thrown through a side
window of my bus leaving a hole 60cm
wide – it went off like a shotgun. The
rock was 20cm in diameter and hit a
female passenger that was sitting on
the opposite side of the bus on the
shoulder.
I have lost many windows in my buses
not necessarily on night shift where
I worked for two years, it happens in
broad daylight on any run.
But I would say the worst runs that I do
for abuse, drunken behaviour and rock/
bottle throwing are the 377, 372, 461,
346, 490, 491, 400, 354, 414 – it goes
on and on.
HHHHHH

Too young to be prosecuted

and hit me across the face with the
edge.
Police were called but they were too
young to be prosecuted.
HHHHHH

They grabbed my cash bag
I was punched on the back of my head
and fell to the ground. I got back up
and was kicked and blacked out.
I was trying to retrieve cash bag from
four aboriginal teenage girls when an
unsuspected Caucasian hit me from the
back.
Picked them up after dark at Cannington
station. Bus (old) had no camera and
police said the CCTV at the station was
no good or not working.

I have had money thrown at me because
they did not like to pay full fare.

HHHHHH

While doing a 474 through Kinross
picking up Kinross College students
they ran through the bushes to Selkirk
but missed the bus so ran down
Connelly Drive before I got there.

Abolish cash fares

They gave me a tirade of foul-mouthed
abuse so I refused them travel.
They continued the abuse and one of
them grabbed my wooden clipboard

I’ve been spat on, physically threatened,
threatened with rocks and bottles.
The problem is collecting cash fares. If
we didn’t have to collect fares and issue
tickets I believe most problems would
disappear.

Don’t laugh!
Half a house brick hit driver’s windscreen
at face level. It did not go through
but dented the screen by 25cm and
showered me with shards of broken
glass which I was still picking out of my
scalp 2 weeks later.
1.5m steel spear through right side
window at driver’s head height two
metres behind me.
Lemon (don’t laugh) fired with such
force that it cracked the armoured glass
on the driver’s window. Again at face
height. Had my window been open I
would have been seriously injured.
HHHHHH

Checking
concession cards
I have been spat on twice and I have
had coins thrown through the metal
cage hitting me in the head where I had
to go to hospital to get two stiches.
Verbal abuse is a daily thing, as I check
concession cards and tickets.
HHHHHH

HHHHHH
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A Dangerous Job
Luckily I had a cab bus

Pepper sprayed

Have had a group threaten to ‘rip me out
of my cage and smash my f…ing head
in’ on the 47 late at night. Security had
to come from Wellington Street in the
city to Beechboro. Luckily I had a cab
bus. CCTV was NOT operational.

On the 32 to Como bus route in June
2006. Had a suspicious passenger
looked as if graffitiing. Checked to
see what he was doing before calling
for security but passenger became
violent. Smashed glass in front door
then pepper sprayed the bus in my
direction.

Over three nights I had five windows
smashed (two of which were the
windscreen) in the same location on
route 49.
In the last month I have had two
incidences of people leaping out from
the side of the road into the path of the
bus, realising I was not going to stop
they jumped back on to the footpath.
Although not endangering my safety it
may have been a different outcome if I
had stopped.
HHHHHH

Northbridge frightening
after dark
Driving the Blue CAT service until 1am
on the weekend right through the most
violent areas of Perth, down Aberdeen
Street and James Street with all the
fights, drunks and stabbings etc.
Made to stop at every compulsory stop
and open both doors, with NO security
cab for the driver in ANY CAT bus.
Traffic controller in Rockingham after
hours and some video surveillance
systems in buses not working, even
after constant defecting of the buses.
When requesting a security cab bus
for night shift CAT from management it
was declined each time.
HHHHHH

Worst of all I was blamed for his
violence and damage to front door.
HHHHHH

Students get away
with murder
Give bus drivers and management
some power to ban or remove high
school students from service routes
where bad behaviour is allowed to go
unpoliced because of a so-called duty
of care. They know they can get away
with murder!
Thank you to the TWU for doing
something about it. Bloody good
union!
HHHHHH

Punched by druggie
On a Red CAT in West Perth I was
punched in the face by a drug addict
whilst helping wheel chair passenger to
park in the on board wheelchair bay.
Offender eventually arrested and
charged on CCTV evidence. Served
three months in Casurina Prison.
HHHHHH

In broad daylight
Driving in broad daylight down
Navigator Drive, 12-13 youths on a
front lawn as I approached. I felt what
was coming.
A barrage of rocks wiped out the
whole side except one window. The
bus was 50% full with passengers on
the side of the impact.
I stopped and secured the bus and
then chased them up the street.
Fortunately an off-duty detective had
been watching them, he identified,
chased and caught two offenders I
took details.
There has been NO feedback to me
on the result of this apprehension from
SCT.
HHHHHH

He threatened murder
About two months ago a female
passenger punched me in the face over
a fare in Merriwa. Police still looking
for her.
Two weeks ago a passer-by told me he
was going to murder me.
I’ve had multiple rock throwing
incidents, worst time was in Merriwa
when about 10 youths threw bottles
and rocks that smashed a hole in the
side window.
I’ve been swung at, punched, spat at,
verbally abused, threatened, followed,
harassed and have had fruit, eggs,
bottles and rocks thrown at me.
HHHHHH

Almost glassed
Drunk/drugged passenger.attempted
to break glass bottle on dashboard
in order to stab me. When the bottle
didn’t break he punched me just below
left eye. Hospital treatment required.
Even WORSE, Path has booked my
sick days off as sick leave, rather than
workers comp. Offender arrested by
Police.
HHHHHH
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A WIN FOR THE SMALL
Battling truckies take on big
truck engine firm and win
by Sue Curedale
Some of your members might remember
a big head-on crash between two trucks
on Cockburn Rd, Coogee quite early in
the morning on 2nd of August 2006.
The driver of one of those trucks was
my partner Neil Victor also known as
(Purse). Neil’s injuries, though not life
threatening, took about three months to
heal before he was cleared to return to
work.
Apart from dealing with all the paperwork
and phone calls to insurance companies
and solicitors because of the accident,
Neil had to look at getting another
truck.
With Neil propped up in the backseat
of the car we scoured numerous truck
dealers’ yards and ended up finding one
at Beavis Auctions.
Neil’s friend (and H/D mechanic) Mal
Liddel went over the truck with a
fine tooth comb and declared it to be
mechanically sound and suitable for the
work of carting empty containers around
the wharf.
Victor Hauliers was back in business
and in November 2006 the International
S Line began its new life carting
containers.
In May of 2007, work was a bit quiet and
Neil wanted to have the injectors and
pump on the truck serviced.

Mal was really busy so Neil
decided to send it to Cummins
in Kewdale. The truck was
booked in and then delivered
to their workshop on Thursday
16th August.
Later on that same day, Neil spoke to a
mechanic by phone and went over with
him what he wanted done.
Neil also asked him how the motor was
to be tuned … a hot or cold set? The
mechanic replied that it would be a cold
set.
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On Monday the 20th August
Cummins rang to inform
Neil that he would be up for
the cost of a re-build of the
motor as it had seized while
on the dynamometer!
After Neil had picked himself
up of the floor…he rang Mal
and together they “flew” up
to Cummins workshop and
ordered them to cease any
work on the truck!
Neil called Wright’s Towing
and had the truck towed
to Mal’s workshop in
Kwinana.
Once there, Mal basically
stopped work on everything
else, to pull Neil’s motor
apart and see what damage
had been done.

Happy
Eventually Mal found that
4 out of the 7 cam bearings
had spun which destroyed
the block and number 6 piston had
been nipped, which meant a full “out of
chassis rebuild” was required.
Luckily, Chris Dicton was able to lend us
a truck so that Neil could keep working.
Each day after work Neil went straight to
Mal’s workshop to help him with the rebuild and over a lot of late nights, they
got the truck up and running again on
the 2nd July 2007.
What happened on that day the 20th
of May 2007 was the beginning of two
year’s of legal proceedings.
After a number of unsuccessful
telephone conversations with both the
Branch Manager and the Workshop
Manager, Neil sent a registered letter of
complaint to the Branch Manager.
Cummins then offered to fix the motor
at a cost of $7,000 to Neil, which was
of course declined! Mal engaged the
services of Bob Rickard who is an
expert engineering assessor.

blokes: Neil ‘Purse’ Victor and Mal Liddel
Bob examined and photographed the
damaged parts, spoke to Neil & Mal and
wrote up a report which was then sent to
Cummins.

Neil invoiced Cummins for all
the costs including fees to
Bob Rickard, Mal’s time, Neil’s
time, the cost of parts and oil,
towage fees and rental fees
for the borrowed truck which
added up to $27,000.
It soon became clear that the Branch
Manager and the Workshop Manager had
no intention of accepting responsibility.
Neil and Mal decided jointly, that they
had no option but to instigate legal
proceedings.
It would have been easy to give up at that
stage, it had become very intimidating
and the costs were mounting up. We
were referred to GV Lawyers who agreed
to take the case on and things finally got
moving.

LL MAN
On the 3rd April 2009 Neil and Mal
attended a Pre-Trial conference with
lawyers from Melbourne acting for
Cummins.

They offered Neil $8,000 as a full and
final settlement of the dispute which was
laughable and again rejected.
Neil was just one truck driver, with just
one truck, up against a huge American
Company, but it was the principle of the
matter by now not just the money! So,
GV Lawyers were instructed to proceed
on with the legal action!
Some weeks later representatives for
Cummins contacted GV Lawyers with
another offer which was declined. Neil
and Mal had decided that they would
accept nothing less than the whole cost
….or the matter would be resolved in
court!
Guess what???

After three years of dispute,
stress and darned hard work
- they agreed and paid the
whole lot!
The moral of the story is DON’T GIVE
UP! Since all of this happened we have
heard of so many other truckies with
similar stories to tell.
Erin Brockovich did it……so did Neil
Victor and Malcolm Liddel!!!!

“Touchy feely” employer
ordered to pay $8600
A business owner who described
himself to a new female employee as
“touchy feely” and gave her uninvited
kisses has been ordered to pay her
$8600 compensation for sexual
harassment.
The Queensland Anti-Discrimination
Tribunal heard that the woman was
lured to work for a newly-established
business when its owner offered her a
significant wage increase on what she
was currently earning.
On her first day at work, he sent her
a lengthy email warning her he was
“touchy feely” and that she should
not take it the wrong way.
The employer said she should expect
to be called “yummy” if she wore a
miniskirt with heels, and that looking
at her “would certainly be better than
looking at the wall all day”!
When the worker went to the
employer’s house on the weekend
to help him proofread an email,
he touched her, kissed her on the
forehead on several occasions and
attempted to kiss her on the lips.
After she failed to express any interest
in his advances, the worker received
two text messages sent from the boss
questioning her work ethic.
In a further email, the employer said:
“If you ever got off that cute toosh of

yours and put yourself on the market
for a relationship, you never know
who may come a knocking! Mmmmm
could even be me…”.
She then quit and returned to her old
job when the employer refused to pay
her the four weeks wages she was
owed.
The employer alleged that the worker
had gained access to his email
account and phone and fabricated
the emails and text messages.
But the Tribunal’s President, Douglas
Savage, preferred the worker’s
evidence.
He found that while the employer’s
emails and “touchy feely” behaviour
were not intended to humiliate or
intimidate the worker, it still amounted
to sexual harassment because a
reasonable person would have been
offended by it.
The
misconduct
has
been
compounded by his apparent refusal
to pay [the worker] her wages
and having made unsubstantiated
allegations of criminal misconduct
about her”.
She was awarded $5000 to
compensate for hurt, humiliation
and distress and $3600 for unpaid
wages.

No Caption Necessary

Sue, you forgot someone!
Editor’s note: Sue, you forgot to give
credit to one person –YOU!
Behind all good men are good women
and I’ll bet a week’s wage’s that you
were a strong motivating force in the
whole saga.
And congratulations on your writing
– it needed very little editing and I’m
sure it will be very well read by our
members.
We’ve sent out four movie passes so
that you can all enjoy a relaxing night
at the cinema. CONGRATULATIONS
TO YOU ALL ON Y0UR HARD-WIN.
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Michael Andrews (left) who stood
aside and Dean Bassula who was
“unfairly sacked”.

RoofmaRt sacking
blatantly unfaiR
The TWU has labelled the sacking of
a Roofmart employee, with 20 years
service, as DESPICABLE and has
scalded the firm over its handling of
the matter.
Our picture of Dean Bassula was
taken less than an hour after he had
been told to pack up and get off the
firm’s premises.
We spoke to him and his wife Nolene
later that day and they were both still
absolutely shell-shocked.
The couple has three children and all
the usual financial commitments that
confront working people, including
home and car repayments.
Dean’s case is the most blatant
example of unfair dismissal the TWU
has come across and we will fight for
his reinstatement in court.
For two decades Dean had been a
hardworking and valuable roofmart
employee. He had committed NO
misdemeanours and had an excellent
work record.
An unblemished record!
Over the years he had risen through the
ranks to become one of three transport

by PAUL ASLAN
& MICK KNOWLES

Dean worked for the firm
for 20 years and had an
unblemished record
coordinators. He was efficient and
capable in all aspects of his job.
But, out the blue, he received a memo
from the firm’s operations manager,
Sameer Erande.
The memo said the firm was about
to reduce the number of transport
coordinators from three to two.
Within two days, each of the three
would have to submit applications for
the two jobs.
Two of the three – Dean and Michael
Andrews are TWU members. Dean
was once a TWU delegate.
The TWU spoke with both men soon
after they had received the memos.
Michael, who is fast approaching
65, told us he would be happy to
go, providing he got paid his long
service leave and the redundancy
entitlements.

It seemed that Michael’s agreed
departure would solve the problem of
turning three jobs into two.
Not so, said Mr Sameer Erande - the
other two would still have to apply and
attend an interview to prove they were
suitable.
Prove they could do the job they had
been doing without issue for some
time.

We smelt a rat, and it wouldn’t
be long before it stuck its
head out of the shithouse.
Dean was interviewed later that week.
Two days later he got a letter from the
company thanking him for his past
service and shafting him at the same
time
“We wish you all the best for the future
and thank you for the value you added
to Roofmart during the course of your
career with the company.” It read
Dean Bassula’s sacking was disgusting
and we cannot allow it to be swept
under the carpet. There will be a full
update in the next Wheel.
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Pay Talks At Hanson & Boral
HANSON QUARRY
After four months of seemingly neverending negotiations Hanson’s are finally
getting close to offering a pay deal our
members can accept.
It’s been like dealing with Chicken Little
– the chook who ran around warning
people that the sky was about to fall in.
And it’s not the collapsing Sky they
have been fretting about it’s the Global
Financial Meltdown.
Fortunately, the economy has been
picking up lately and the Hanosn’s
bosses have relaxed a little.

JOHN CAIN Reports
In fact we’ve managed to move things
along from their suggested wage freeze
to an offer of a 2.5% rise plus 3% in a
year’s time.
It’s not enough but we’re getting
closer to something that is remotely
acceptable.
We’re also talking about the various
allowances, dust allowance, confined
space allowance, crane allowance, first
aid allowance, etc.
After we eventually bash our way through
this lot, it will be onto agreements for the
concrete truck and tipper drivers.

Boral
It’s been equally hard going at Boral
where that company has been reluctant
to give their concrete agitator drivers
much of a rise.
But we’ve been bashing away regardless
and have managed to get them to offer
two 3% increases in a two year deal.
They will also give the drivers a $500
annual bonus for participating in a
company safety scheme.
We would have liked more - given that
Boral pay less than Hansons - but I think
we’ve squeezed as much out of them as
we can.

They are normally polished off a bit
quicker – thank goodness.

VALE: Aaron Hawkins
It is with genuine sadness and a
great sense of loss that we note the
passing of Aaron Hawkins.
Aaron was our delegate at Allied
Pickfords and he was a darned good
one at that.
He passed away at just 31 yearsof-age after suffering through a very
serious illness.
To know Aaron was to love him and
we have passed our condolences
onto his wife Polla and his family.
The couple had a little baby boy,
Lewis Declan and the loss of
their husband and dad
will have been

enormously difficult for them to cope
with.
Our organiser John Cain attended
Aaron’s funeral as part of a large
congregation of friends, relatives
and workmates.
John thought the world of Aaron,
who had represented us at Allied’s
for several years. He was a young
man of strong character, always
reliable and good humoured.
John felt he had the potential to be a
future union organiser. he mentored
and nurtured Aaron and when the
young man died John was greatly
sorrowed.
Aaron always carried out his union
duties with integrity and strength,
whilst maintaining a good relationship
with management.
They also thought well of him and the
above picture of Aaron is framed and
in pride of place in the firm’s foyer.
Everyone at the TWU – including
our office staff - who often dealt
with Aaron, regarded him with great
fondness. He was one of us.
So Aaron, if you are up there reading
this mate – please accept our
ongoing love.
We will never forget you.
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Sacked Agitator Driver
had our total backing
And at the end of
the day we acheived
a fair coutcome
Jobs are getting harder to get due to the
economic downturn and the protection
of our members jobs and wages is our
NUMBER ONE PRIORITY.
Concrete agitator driver Peter Cross
(third from left) was sacked by Hanson
Concrete in May because he signed a
petition complaining about a company
safety program.
When our picture was taken Peter and
our team were heading to the federal
industrial court for an unfair dismissal
hearing.
With him are a team of TWU industrial
experts plus an organiser and three
Hanson delegates. The TWU did
everything in its power to get Peter’s
job back.
Peter, who is a lovely young bloke, had
been with the firm for two months and
was still on probation when Hanson’s
sacked him.
This made him an easy target for
dismissal and when a Hanson’s manager
was asked why Peter had been sacked,
his arrogant reply was; “Because we
can.”

Peter Cross was given the boot because
he had the temerity to join others in
raising concerns about a ‘compulsory’
safety program.
The Hanson drivers have no problem
with strict safety procedures and they
are well aware of their duty of care when
it comes to reporting safety hazards.
They just didn’t like aspects of the
company scheme and wanted the TWU
to become involved in improving it.
Peter’s sacking did not go down well
with his fellow drivers. 83 of them - from
all yards - turned up for an early morning
meeting the next day to protest against
the sacking.

The wheels of workplace justice grind
slowly these days and the first hearing
failed to deliver an outcome.
However, TWU organiser John Cain
then entered into one-on-one talks
with Hanson’s newly appointed state
manager.
As a result of these discussions a
satisfactory settlement was reached
between the parties
Peter was happy with the outcome and
very thankful he was a TWU member.
You never know when you might need
the TWU.
And you cannot afford NOT to be TWU
member.

Allied Pickfords Improved their Pay Offer
A slow down in the furniture removal
industry was responsible for a weak
pay offer from Allied Pickfords during
recent negotiations, according to the
company.
The firm’s state manager Nick Cinquina
told us his firm could only afford to
give its employees a 1% pay rise.
In a year’s time he would pay an
additional 2%. He argued that
Australia’s inflation rate was running
at just 1.4%, so the two tiny pay rises
over two years should be enough.

He also told us that WA
furniture removalists were
earning $3 per hour more
than
their
counterparts
in Melbourne Sydney and
Brisbane.
And in Brisbane the company had
initiated a 12 month pay freeze.

An economic gloom
begins to dissipate
JOHN CAIN Reports
I told Nick, he had not factored Colin
Barnett and his treasurer Troy Buswell
into his financial deliberations.
I reminded him Barnett and Buswell
had recently hammered the battlers
with massive hikes in gas, electricity,
water and other government charges.
And I produced statistics from the WA
Council of Social Services to back the
TWU case for bigger increases.
Recent WACOSS
revealed that:

research

has

• From 2007 to 2009, household
expenses increased by around
$105 per week, or 17.7%.

• During the same period, income
levels for minimum WA wage earners
increased by just $41, or 5.15%.
I also pointed out to Nick that the
experts are now predicting another
massive economic boom headed up
by the Gorgon gas project.
Anyway, after several painfully
frustrating meetings that seemed to
go on for ever, Nick finally saw the
light shining in through his Boardroom
curtains.
He upped his offer to 3% now, plus
4% in a year’s time, plus a few other
bits and pieces.
And given that we were able to achieve
hefty increases from the company
during the last round of negotiations, I
really think this is a pretty fair offer.
Thanks to our delegate Wayne Hoare
for his help during the pay talks.
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Two phone calls won
George $16,000
Injured Toll driver is
glad he called the TWU
George Douglas puts his chronic knee
problem down to years of climbing in and
out of trucks and lugging heavy building
products onto construction sites.
After three operations he has had to come
to grips with the reality that the knee will
never get better.
And in July this year he had to give up
truck driving - a job he enjoyed – after
he was made redundant by Toll Contract
Logistics.
George was working on Toll’s Bunnings
contract when his knee gave way, for good,
while he was carrying a heavy wooden
door onto a new home site.
The sand around a septic system
collapsed under him and his knee was
badly twisted in the incident.
When he tried to clamber up into the truck
the injury was badly aggravated and that
was the last time he drove a truck.
Toll found an office job for him but
after about 18 months they made him
redundant.
However, the redundancy payout was
nothing to get excited about but enough
to prevent him claiming Centrelink
benefits for a while.
And, while, at 62, he sat contemplating
the prospect of forced retirement he still
had to contend with the ongoing pain and
inconvenience of the knee injury.
Toll’s insurer had offered him just over
$10,000 to settle the matter, which would
come in handy.
Here again, the offer was nothing to write
home about and George was unsure
whether he should take it or not.
So he contacted the TWU and asked
to speak to our industrial officer Neville
Hodgson.
“Neville was great, he contacted the
insurer and in one phone call managed
to get them to up the ante to $8,000”,
George explained.
“I was really impressed but Neville
reckoned we could get more and told

them to sharpen their pencil and do
better.
“After a little more negotiation by Neville
the offer was eventually increased to
$26,000.
“That is probably $16,000 more than I
would have got if I hadn’t been in the
TWU. I was really chuffed,” said an
appreciative George.

And so were we. George is a top bloke
who has worked hard all his life and has
paid his union fees for many years.
The time eventually arrived when he
needed us and we were there for him
and happy to help.
It was a good result and it certainly
pays to be a financial TWU member.
Just ask George.

Honest & Frank fined $12K after forging
dead worker’s signature
South Australian trolley collection
company, Honest & Frank Pty Ltd, has
been fined $12,000 for forging a dead
worker’s signature on Worksafe training
documents.
In 2007 the worker was riding on a trolley
trailer when he fell and was run over and
killed.
As part of the incident investigation,
WorkSafe requested the employer
provide training and induction records
for the trolley collector. It submitted a
document it claimed bore the signature
of the worker.

The document was a copy, and when
the inspector asked to see the original,
the employer claimed that it could not be
located.
The Police Handwriting Analysis Division
examined the signature and compared
it with the worker’s signature on his
passport. The police found the signature
on the induction document was a
photocopy of the one on the passport.

Now that ain’t honest or
earnest!
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more firms put bans on
‘unsafe’ dog binders
there have
been hundreds
of accidents
involving the
load restraints
JIM McGIVERON Reports
The TWU was recently criticised in a
local trade publication for not taking a
stand against the growing number of
firms who have moved to ban ‘dogbinders’.
And there will be members reading
this who will say they have never had a
problem with the load restraint method.
However, our research has revealed the
binders and ad hoc pipes, commonly
called ‘cheater bars’ have caused
hundreds of severe facial and muscular
injuries.
We have even heard of instances where
truckies have had their jaws broken.
Reports of more common accidents
include:
• Driver advised that whilst dogging
down coils, bar slipped and hit driver
on RHS of face between eye and
hairline. Driver advised that this injury
was “nothing and contracted bigger
injuries in fights”.
• While dogging down a load, driver
allowed the recoil to drift a bit and
slammed his hand into the coaming
rail.
• Cheater bar slipped out of driver’s
hands when he was releasing a binder.
Bar flew across trailer and landed
2-3m away from truck hitting another
driver in the arm.
• Driver was on top of the trailer to
release the dogs and chains over the
timbers.The end of the pipe attached
to the dog lever flew off and hit the
bridge of his nose when the dog
released.
• While dogging down coils in a side
door shipping container, the operator
thought the dog had locked in place.
When he released the dog pipe, the
dog released hitting the operator on
his right leg just above the knee.

A truck driver using one of the new Ausbinders.
• Whilst securing a load, a contractor/
driver was hit in the left eyebrow
by a dog bar handle and required 7
stitches.

“And Gregory’s have been really good
about them – they supplied them, paid
for them and provided training in how to
use them.” said Claude.

Large firms who have banned
the binders include Rio Tinto,
BHP Billiton, Bluescope Steel,
One Steel and Gregory’s
Transport who cart the
Bluescope Product.

Of course cost is an important issue and
our owner-drivers are constantly being
burdened with additional expenses and
government charges.

Linfox have banned them on all their
steel carting contracts and are phasing
them out company-wide.
Gregory’s owner-driver, Claude, pretty
well summed up the attitude of many
long-term truckies when he spoke to our
reporter Paul Aslan.
“Look, I’ve never had a problem with the
dog-binders and I always found them
easy to use. Claude said.
“The rachet-type load restraints were
a pain in the arse getting used to – but
once you learn how to use them they are
OK.

However, the TWU will always
argue that if a firm requires
owner-drivers
to
use
a
particular type of equipment
the firm must pay for it.
The extra cost must be added to the
safe, sustainable rate.
As for the TWU taking a stand against the
banning of the dog-binders, that can’t
happen – the occupational, health and
safety issues are too overwhelming.
As another truckie said; “25 years ago
we only used ropes, then they bought in
dog-binders and they were much easier,
now we have to use the safer rachettype binders – it’s just progress.”

“In reality, given the number of accidents
you hear about, they are definitely
better.
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Shonky
car-wash
boss fined
$200,000 for
not paying
workers
The Melbourne Magistrates
Court has fined a carwashing and detailing
business
more
than
$200,000 for refusing to
pay five casual employees
for work they performed.
Richard Reid, the sole
director of mobile carwashing business Reiquin
Pty Ltd, attempted to
put the employees on as
contractors.
He then failed to pay all or
most of their wages, and
then, when they said they
would quit, would often
demand that they work out
a two-week notice period.
When workers complained
to
the
Workplace
Ombudsman, the owner
attempted
to
evade
correspondence
from
an investigator and took
no action to pay the
employees until “dragged
to the door of the court.”

Cleanaway drivers give
nod to three-year deal
Despite the tight economic by RICK BURTON
These incentive deals – or Key
market confronting the refuse
Performance Indicators - are
industry we have managed to tie down a
OK as long as they are no more than the
pretty good pay deal for our Cleanaway
“icing on the cake’
members.
Decent pay rises that guarantee more
A 5% pay rise will be backdated to 22nd
moolah in our members’ bank accounts are
May and there will be two more 4% annual
our real bread and butter.
increases.
And we certainly achieved that during the
The company will also pay an incentive
latest bargaining round.
bonus of $125 quarterly if drivers avoid
I mentioned the importance of all our
any NO FAULT accident records across the
delegates who I named in the last Wheel
fleet.
and I would like to thank them again for
their solid support.

But Skywest Pilots reject 4.75% Rise
Skywest pilots are digging their heels in and
preparing to go to the barricades to win a
better pay deal from the company.
The airline offered a 4.75% pay increase in
return for several trade-offs.
They wanted the pilots to extend the
maximum time they could be rostered for
flying duty from eight to nine hours.
The extra hour would be paid for but it
would mean longer stints at the controls.
Skywest also sought to expand the number
of hours pilots could be on Stand By Duty
– from 11 to 12 hours.

The trade-offs were unpopular with the
pilots who rejected the firm’s offer by an
80% majority in a secret ballot conducted
by the TWU.
Our members want a 7% pay rise as part of
a 12 month deal.
It is hoped that the economy will have
rebounded by the end of a one-year deal,
which should improve our bargaining
position.
In the meantime it’s back to the negotiating
table.

Magistrate
Hawkins
described
the
firm’s
actions as deliberate:
“underhanded
and
opportunistic exploitation
of casual employees, by an
employer and its director
without regard for its legal
obligations”.
“The
[employer
and
director] must get the
message that they must
comply with the law or
close the business down,”
she said.
She ordered the firm to
pay $184,800 for eight
breaches of the award
or Act and the director
$23,100 for five breaches.

I didn’t make you quite
as intelligent as the
woman so here’s a little
something that will do
your thinking for you!
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Pay Deal at Cootes
TIM DAWSON REPORTS ON A TOUGH ROUND OF NEGOTIATIONS
It’s been like extracting a rhino’s wisdom
teeth but we have finally brockered a
deal with Cootes.
The agreement will apply to the firm’s
drivers who cart fuel, gas and bitumen.
The talks got underway in the midst of
the so-call Global Financial Crisis and
the company was certainly crying poor.
There were more violins playing than at an
Andre Ria concert and the negotiations
were tough.
Right up front I’d like to thank our
delegates
who
have
displayed
even greater patience than Dockers
supporters.
Ron Spencer deserves special mention.
Ron sat with me through numerous
meetings and national telephone link ups
and managed to maintain his sanity.
At one point he had to fly to Melbourne
and back in the one day because the
tight-fisted firm wouldn’t put him up in
even the cheapest pub.

WHY DID
YOU TAKE
MY LIFE?

Thanks also to Claude Maliore who
represented the liquid gas drivers.
Claude’s been unwell lately and we wish
him a speedy recovery.
And Kelly Sharman who took the
baton from Peter Clune when Pete was
sidelined by a pretty serious illness.
On behalf of Jim McGiveron, Paul Aslan,
Rick Burton and everyone at the TWU
I’d like to wish Peter a speedy recovery.

There will be pay rises totalling 12% over
three years which is more than what a lot
of firms have been dishing out lately.
And we have negotiated a ‘Common
Hourly Rate’, which includes overtime
loadings and allowances, etc.
The beauty of a flat rate is that when
people go on annual leave, etc they earn
the same as if they were still at work.

Peter has always been a staunch TWU
man and has many mates in the fuel
industry.

It’s always a bit of a kick in the bum
when you go on holidays and only get
the base rate without overtime and other
allowances.

Peter Aitken is another veteran TWU
man who has never been backward in
coming forward to represent workers.

Cootes drivers will now also get the
higher rate when they take sick leave or
long service leave.

Nor is Shannon Morris who represented
drivers on the Caltex contract.

We have also won an extra three hours
pay whenever a Cootes driver works on
a public holiday.

I could not have hoped for a better
bunch of people to help me in what has
been a difficult process.
Still, some say the end justifies the
means and we seem to have come away
with a fair deal.

SORRY
I DIDN’T
RECOGNISE
YOU!

The only real bummer was Cootes
refusing to back pay the first pay rise.
We pushed hard for it in WA but were
out-voted by the eastern-staters.

Linfox/BHP
Billiton
We’ve been working on a new
agreement for the depot employees
at Linfox’s BHP operation in Casino
Road in Kewdale.
And with the help of our delegate
Jeff Richardson we’ve managed
to win a few improvements.
Jeff, a former rep with the Shop
Assistants Union, is a seasoned
campaigner and has also done
a great job signing up new
members.
We’ve been able to get Linfox to
change the type of award which will
put them on higher classifications.
Higher grading means more money
and more money in members
pockets is what we are chasing.
Those who gain a higher grading
will be back paid to July 1st
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Roofmart Worker Loses His
Thumb in Hole Saw
Roofmarts second
serious injury in
four months
MICK KNOWLES Reports
A worker at Roofmart’s factory in
Kewdale lost his thumb while cutting a
hole in a metal door frame.
The man was using a hole saw when
one of his gloves got caught in the saw
and dragged his thumb in.
Under WA’s workplace safety laws,
employers are required to IMMEDIATELY
REPORT incidents in which workers
have lost body parts or crushed bones.
Roofmart reported the incident and
Worksafe conducted an investigation
into the incident.

Roofmart had its factory manager Lian
Suresh put out a bulletin to all computer
terminals.

Revealingly, it also stated that the incident
was the firm’s second ‘serious lost time
incident in the last four months.’

The bulletin, which included the picture
on this page, basically blamed the
operator for the incident

We will wait and see what Worksafe’s
investigation reveals and report the
findings to our readers.

Firm fined for failing to properly protect pedestrians from moving vehicles
A Bassendean company was fined
$1500 – and has had to pay more than
$1600 in costs – for failing to minimise
the risk of injury to pedestrians from
vehicles moving around its yard.
Park Motor Body Builders (WA) Pty
Ltd pleaded guilty and was fined in the
Midland Magistrates Court.
WorkSafe inspectors investigating an
incident at the company’s premises
observed that the movement and
speed of vehicles and plant at the
workplace were not being managed
adequately.
Businesses must minimise the risk of
injury to pedestrians, in accordance
with the Occupational Safety and
Health Regulations.
Local trucking firms who organise
their yards like the arena at the Monster
Truck Show should regard this as a
WARNING!

The Worksafe inspectors found that
the entire yard was accessed by both
vehicles and pedestrians and that
employees walking in the yard were
not isolated from the flow of traffic in
any area.
Sound familiar?
The doors to the spray painting booth
and paint store opened directly into
the path of moving vehicles, and there
were no signs warning of the presence
of trucks moving through the area.
WorkSafe WA Commissioner Nina
Lyhne said today that the case should
serve as a reminder of the hazards of
mobile plant operating the vicinity of
pedestrians and other workers.
“Sadly, 18 Western Australian workers
have died over the past eight years
in incidents involving plant and
pedestrians,” Ms Lyhne said.

“A major concern is that the operators
of mobile plant often cannot see
pedestrians and other workers on the
ground, especially when they are close
to the vehicle or machine, and controls
need to be in place to ensure a safe
workplace for everyone.
“For instance, there needs to be some
kind of physical separation of vehicles
and people on the ground in a working
space, and this was not the case at
this workplace.
“The Commission for Occupational
Safety and Health has published a
Guidance Note on the Safe Movement
of Vehicles at Workplaces, and I
encourage all relevant workplaces
to have a copy readily available for
workers.”
You can get them by telephoning
WorkSafe on 9327 8777 or on the
website at www./worksafe.wa.gov.au.
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Germaine Gear

A Service for Men
A salesman checked into a futuristic
motel. Realising he needed a haircut
before his meeting tomorrow, he
called down to the desk clerk to
ask if there was a barber on the
premises.

which reflected the best haircut
of his life.

‘I’m afraid not, sir,’ the clerk told him
apologetically, ‘ but down the hall
from your room is a vending machine
that should serve your purposes.’

He paid the money, inserted his
hands in the slot, and the machine
started to buzz and spin. Fifteen
seconds later he pulled his hands
out and they were perfectly
manicured.

Skeptical but intrigued, the salesman
located the machine, which had a
sign that read, ‘Haircuts $15.
The salesman inserted $15 and stuck
his head into the opening, at which
time the machine started to buzz
and trim.
Fifteen seconds later he pulled out
his head and surveyed his reflection,

Two feet away was another machine
with a sign that read, Manicures
$20. ‘Why not? he thought.

The next machine had a sign that
read, ‘Machine
provides a service
men need when away
from their Wives, 50
cents.’

He looked both ways, put 50 cents
in the machine, unzipped his fly
with and some anticipation placed his
manhood into the opening.
When the machine started buzzing,
he let out a shriek of agony and
almost passed out. Fifteen seconds
later it shut off.
With trembling hands, he was able
to withdraw his member...which now
had a button sewn neatly on
the end.

Cockpit Capers

Two men dressed in Pilots’ uniforms walk up
the aisle of the plane. Both are wearing dark
glasses, one is using a guide dog, and the
other is Tapping his way along the aisle with
a cane.
Nervous laughter spreads through the cabin,
but the men enter the cockpit, the door
closes, and the engines start up.
The passengers begin glancing nervously
around, searching for some sign that
this is just a little practical joke. None is
forthcoming.
The plane moves faster and faster down the
runway and the people sitting in the window
seats realise they’re heading straight for
the water at the Edge of the airport.
As it begins to look as though the plane will
plough into the water, Panicked screams fill
the cabin.
Just at that moment, the plane lifts smoothly
into the air. The passengers Relax and laugh
a little sheepishly, and soon all retreat into
their Magazine, secure in the knowledge that
the plane is in good hands.
...In the cockpit, one of the blind pilots turn
to the other and says, “You Know , Bob, one
of these days, they’re gonna scream too late
and we’re all gonna die.”
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ON the BUSES
With our Bus Industry Organiser KEVIN STARR

Bus Blitz Nets Big Haul
A police crack-down on
Perth’s bus network in
August netted a good
catch.
Code named ‘Operation
Arkaham’ the blitz involved
a heavy police presence at
bus ports and uniformed
and plain clothes officers
riding on buses.
Police reported 32 adults
arrested
during
the
crackdown.
We are also informed that
the Police Rail Unit has been
disbanded.
It is now the Police Transit
Unit and will have a larger
manning and equipment
level.
Wilson’s security will also
play a bigger role in the
control of unruly behaviour
on buses and bus ports.
The firm was expected to
have the promised extra
staff and vehicles up and
operating by the time The
Wheel hits letterboxes.
Wilson’s vehicles will be
fitted with the technology
needed to tune in to on-

bus cameras. Trials are
underway.
I have also asked the
authorities to investigate the
possibility of giving security
guards pepper Gel rather
than the Pepper Spray
currently provided.

Pepper gel is used in the US
and other countries because
it can be better directed at
an attacker, with less spray
back on the user.
The TWU will continue to
monitor bus security with
a view to ensuring the
protection of our members.

GERARd WIll BE OK
TWU officials have been in
regular touch with Gerard
Sin, the bus driver who
lost his eye after being
assaulted.
Gerard
has
received
magnificent
support
from
throughout
the
community.
He is a really lovely bloke
and it was particularly
touching to see the
wonderful
gesture
of
the
Christmas
Island
community who raised
$15,000 for him.
Gerard will be OK – he
has many friends and
supporters.
Swan
Transit
senior
manager Joe Jordan put

in a special call to the
TWU to assure us that the
company would look after
Gerard.
“As long as Swan Transit
operates
in
Western
Australia, Gerard will have
a job with us, if that’s what
he desires,” was Joe’s
assurance.
At present Gerard is
recuperating and adjusting
to life after an operation to
install a prosthetic eye.
He is keeping his options
open and will think more
about his future later on.
On behalf of all our
members, we wish Gerard
a speedy recovery and a
long and happy life.

TORRENS TRANSIT
mAdE TO pAy
dRIVER $29,000
A Tribunal has ordered Torrens
Transit to pay a bus driver $29,000
in compensation for refusing to
employ him because it believed
his health wasn’t good enough to
safely perform his duties.
Serco made the driver redundant
a few years back after losing an
Adelaide bus contract to Torrens
Transit. The firm has links to Swan
Transit in Perth.
The driver was among 600
applicants for 400 drivers’ jobs at
Torrens and listed his prior injuries
and workers compensation claims,
as required.
Torrens interviewed him for a
position and told him to undergo
a “functional assessment” by their
health experts.
But their doctors said he “failed
to meet the inherent physical
requirements of the job”
They failed him on Range of
Movement,
Cardiovascular
Fitness, Back Fitness and Grip
Strength.
He then received a letter from
Torrens saying they were unable
to offer him a job due to the
findings.”
Soon after receiving the rejection
letter, the driver underwent a
medical examination with his own
GP for the purpose of renewing his
licence to drive a bus.
He passed the examination and
the licence was renewed.
An independent physician told the
Tribunal the driver was not at high
risk of injury when performing the
duties of a bus operator.

“My teacher says little girls can grow up to be anything they choose!
Why did you choose to be an old lady?”

It awarded the applicant $12,000
for loss of earnings; $15,000 for
living away from home expenses;
and $2,000 for injury to feelings.
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Scary stuff on the roads
Dear Jim
What is it with some Perth drivers?
Obviously can’t merge to save their
lives, the ‘me first, me first’ mentality.
I do my best as a professional driver
to make room to merge when entering
traffic from the on-ramp or passing the
on-ramp.
But some people don’t seem to want to
wait and will do some scary stuff like take
to the emergency lane to get in front. Or,
on occasion, will try to slip past when the
dual lane goes to a single lane.
I’ve lost count how many times I’ve
nearly had cars go under my trailer, it’s
even scarier when I’m in a B-Double.
As for roundabouts, I can’t believe how
stupid people are when they can see
a sign on the back of the trailer saying
Long Vehicle...followed by two red and
yellow squares either of the sign saying
Do Not Overtake Turning Vehicle.
Then there are 7 little lights flashing on
and off commonly known as indicators,
and still they try to come up on the
inside.
The look on their faces is priceless
when they suddenly realise that they
have nowhere to go and the tri’s are
getting awfully close to the bonnet or
passenger door!

How about the people who have no idea
about how much room we need to pull
up when fully loaded?
The pucker factor goes pretty high when
they suddenly slam their brakes on...
and you hope that there’s not going to
be a sickening crunch when you have
to brake heavily... Only if I could have
the winning lotto numbers, I’d be outta
here!!!
Brad
Bdouble driver
Brad, I can’t help with the Lotto mate but
we’ve send you out two movie passes
as a consolation prize. Jim
HHHHH

Kevin and the TWU
are doing a great job
for bus drivers
Dear Jim
Today’s meeting of bus drivers at
Gloucester Park was fantastic!
The amount of drivers that attended was
amazing.
As you pointed out this was the best
attended meeting that we’ve ever had.
There is no doubt in my mind that the
increase in membership to the TWU is
directly due to Kevin Starr’s hard work.

Kevin has a sensible, moderate and
responsible approach to his job and
this, I think, is one of his greatest
assets along with his recent experience
in the bus industry.
He has taken the initiative on many
occasions since being appointed,
most notably during our recent award
negotiations.
Brian Locke
Path Transit
Thanks for the nice words Brian I have
passed your comments onto Kevin and
I agree, he is doing a terrific job.
HHHHH

Thanks for
standing by me

Dear Jim,

After nearly 45 years in the transport
industry, from small trucks to road trains
and heavy haulage – and being in the
TWU for most of that time –
I would like to express my sincere
thanks to all the TWU and staff for the
ongoing commitment to
the transport industry.
February 10 at 65 years
young I will hang up the
truck keys and move
on to spend quality time
that’s long overdue with
my wife and family that
has stood by me through
good and hard times.
Regards,
Michael Butler
HHHHH

Dear Jim continues
next page
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Dear Jim,

Our members at Cemex were happy with the new pay deal

MORE LETTERS

Roger calls it a day
after two broken hips
Dear Jim,
It is with great regret that I have
to tender my resignation from the
Transport Workers’ Union.
After suffering two broken hips
in the last five years and rapidly
approaching my 65th birthday I am
lucky to be able to do some voluntary
work to keep me active and driving
which I love to do.
I wish to thank you and the union for
your help with my claim for workers
compensation back in December
2004 and hope that the TWU
continues its good work for members
in the transport industry.
I will retire on 30 June 2009.
Yours Faithfully
Roger G Granger
HHHHH

Steve recalls union
action at TNT

Dear Jim,

It is with deep regret that I ask you
to accept my resignation from the
TWU.
After many years of suffering from
chronic knee injuries and on strong
surgeon’s advice my days in the
transport industry are over.
I leave the union with some great
memories but none better than the
stoush we had with AAF/TNT a few
years back. Six days on the grass
and boy did it cost those pricks big $
to get that freight moving again.
It is often stated that a union is only
as strong as its members (that’s true)
but it also needs strong leadership
and the TWU in WA certainly has that
with yourself and the current team.
I would be obliged if you will accept
my personal thanks to yourself but
also pass on my sincere thanks and
best wishes to Glenn Sterle, Ric
Burton, John Cain, Paul Aslan and
the one-of-a-kind Jackie.
Yours faithfully
Steve Murray

Pay Boost at
Gosnells Quarry
TIM DAWSON Reports
These blokes are as solid as the blue,
gray granite they gouge out of the
Darling Range Hills at the back of
Gosnells.
And they are just as resilient because
they have survived regular changes in
employers over the years.
They’ve worn the uniforms of
Readymix, CSR, Rinker and now have
the CEMEX logo on their pockets.
And just quietly, I hear Cemex may
be on the market so another change
could be in the offing.
But the TWU and its members don’t
care who we have to deal with as long
as they pay a fair days pay for a fair
days work.
And Cemex haven’t been a bad mob
to deal with.
So when our delegate Barry Hodge
called to remind me that our pay
and conditions agreement with the
company was about to expire I wasn’t
too concerned.
Things weren’t that relaxed when I first
began looking after the Quarry blokes
about 12 years ago.
Back then we spent almost a week on
the grass fighting for a decent pay rise
which we eventually won.

Barry was our rep back then and he
has stuck with us through thick and
thin.
Baz was at the bargaining table
with me again for the latest round of
negotiations and we came away with
a pretty fair deal.
The company’s offer was put to the
troops and accepted.

LINFOX TO BE ON
THE GORGON
It’s early days but WA transport
firms are trampling all over each
other in their desperation to get
in on the monstrous Gorgan gas
project in the Pilbara.
And Linfox is among the first to
get a toe in the gate.
They will contract to Agility
Logistics who I understand will
control what goes on and off the
site.
Linfox have set up a dedicated
Gorgan site at a yard in Kalamunda
Road in Guildford and have
already begun employing people.
The firm has agreed to negotiate
a new agreement to cover the
loaders and drivers who will be
working on the job.
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U Lawyers
Settle
TWU Lawyers Settle
Claim
for Courier Australia Worker
Courier Australia
A Courier Australia Knee Jerk Denial
ended with a Positive Result for Ronald
Minshull.
Ron Minshull was employed as a labourer
with Courier Australia, when on 17 June
2008 he injured his knee at work.
Ron approached his doctor and obtained
the correct medical certification and
completed a workers’ compensation
claim form.
Ron was able to work light duties and
battled hard to keep working despite his
injury.
Unfortunately for Ron, scans revealed
that his injury would require surgery and
his continuing to work was not going to
assist in the long term recovery of his
injury.
To make matters worse, Ron’s employer
decided that it would try and avoid
its obligations to assist its injured
employee.

Many workers
find themselves
in Ron Minsull’s
predicament

Courier Australia told TWU organiser
Mick Knowles that it had decided to
sack Ron from his job because of his
injury.
Courier Australia also failed to forward
the workers’ compensation claim form
to its insurer on time.
With the assistance of Neville Hodgson
and the TWU, unfair dismissal
proceedings were commenced in the
Industrial Relations Commission.
The TWU then referred Ron on to its
solicitors, Slater & Gordon to help
take up the fight for Ron’s workers
compensation claim.

A mAn Asked An old indiAn whAt wAs his wife’s
nAme. he replied “she cAlled three horse”

Proceedings were commenced at Work
Cover for Ron by Slater & Gordon.
Our lawyers applied for a:
• A determination of liability.
• Weekly payments of workers’
compensation.
• Reimbursement of medical expenses
and,
• Payment of the surgical treatment
suggested by Ron’s treating surgeon.

In the end, Ron’s courage and
determination prevailed and with the help
of the union lawyers Slater & Gordon,
Ron was able to obtain compensation
and his full workers compensation
entitlements.
Many workers find themselves in Ron’s
predicament. But if they are not a TWU
member they find themselves in all sorts
of trouble.
You cannot afford NOT to be a financial
TWU member.

Truck related death
at Karratha
WorkSafe is investigating the work-related death
of a 62-year-old man at a transport depot in
Karratha in July.

the mAn sAid
“thAt’s An unusuAl
nAme for your wife.
whAt does it meAn’?

The man was believed to have been transferring
an elevating work platform (EWP) from the trailer
of one truck to another when one of the ramps he
was driving the EWP down failed.
An inspector travelled to the site soon after,
and inspectors will return to the site today and
continue investigating the circumstances of the
incident.

the old indiAn Answered
“it old indiAn nAme.

WorkSafe thoroughly investigates serious workrelated injuries and deaths in WA with a view to
preventing future incidents of a similar nature.

it meAn.....nAg nAg nAg!”

Once the Worksafe investigation has been
concluded we will publish the findings.
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